Networking event: Meet Your Neighbours

October 06, 2016

The 3rd round of networking events of the Institute of Psychology took place in BIN 1.D.25.

Doctoral students and post-docs from different chairs from the Depto. of Psychology got together to exchange personal, professional, and research insights.

Insights from ongoing research in 4 chairs were briefly introduced in the first part of the event:
Here some snapshots of the presentations:
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„Hot topics in research“

Humor, Playfulness, Irony, Laughter

Positive Psychology

Aspects of personality, test construction, assessment tools

Research areas

Personality dynamics of healthy aging

Personality development in adulthood and old age

Personality-informed interventions and counseling

Longitudinal research methods for studying daily life
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„What we do...“

Patients with Generalized Anxiety Disorder
- Recruitment
- Screening
- Randomization

CBT Package
- focus on sudden changes
(CBT and others)

CBT Package
- “State of the art”

What we do...

Pre Assessment

Intermediate Assessment

Post Assessment

Follow-up Assessment
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A brief introduction to our research...

Research topics

- Emotion
- Sequential decision-making
- Strategy selection
- Judgments
- Information search
- Stress and risk taking
- Retrieval processes
- Environmental and task factors

Methods

- Exemplar models
- Eye-tracking
- Reaction times
- Attention
- Cognitive modeling
- Decision analyses
- Experiments

- Drift-diffusion
We kindly thank the presenters for sharing their recent research efforts with the attending Mittelbau.
Their contribution fomented vivid interactions during the Apéro that followed the presentations:

Your 2016 Mittelbau-Anlass team: Alessandra Souza & Rebekka Kuhn